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Firstly, can I thank Kilnhurst Primary school, Ryan and teaching staff for giving me the 

opportunity to conduct the learning walk as part of my role as governor, as well as oversee 

and monitor the SATs process and compliancy with regulations. All staff were 

accommodating and welcoming, and made the whole process a very positive experience.  

As we are all aware SATs week in Primary School is a very stressful and challenging reasons 

for a number of reasons. Firstly it brings to a conclusion the tireless work all staff and 

students have gone through all year (and previous years) to fully prepare the year 6 

students for their examinations and their transition to KS3. Secondly the exams themselves 

can be stressful on the students and staff have to manage this in a variety of ways. And 

finally the process by which the examinations have to be invigilated, monitored and the 

legalities and procedures surrounding this can be quite a challenge in themselves.  

All of the above was only made more challenging through the ‘no notice’ inspection from 

the SATs regulators to make sure staff at Kilnhurst were following correct procedures to 

make sure they were compliant.  

It was clear that on my visit all staff were versed within a routine. Each member of staff 

involved in the SATs process was fully aware of their role and when to carry out their duty. 

There are so many moving parts to the process that it can lend itself to mistakes however, 

the routine in which I observed was extremely well rehearsed and no mistakes made. It was 

very complicated, but impressive. 

Learning Walk & General Observations 

This was very impressive! SATs can cause a great deal of disruption to ‘whole school’ routine 

and daily expectations however, this certainly was not the case here. I was able to visit all 

lessons whilst the examination was taking place and I was most impressed with the 

atmosphere of the whole school. The feel of the school continues to be extremely positive 

and even walking the corridors allows you to gain a very good impression of what is 

happening in classes, as the noise level of the school was superb.  

All teaching assistants were taken out of their normal daily roles to invigilate the 

examinations taking place. This usually can have a knock on effect in the classes they are 

absent from however, all classes visited demonstrated that having the TA absent had limited 

impact on lessons. This is testament to the routines in which the students have been 

subjected to over the last two years, these are clearly embedded. Students were superb, 

and clearly the high expectations of staff has had a huge impact on the way students lead 

themselves in learning. Some classes were X2 TAs absent, however had no impact on the 

progress of students. 



It would be worth noting that the same routines are in place as they were 12 months ago on 

my last learning walk. Ryan, SLT and teaching staff have demonstrated a clear line in 

consistency across the school, and this is no clearly making a difference. 

Another area which we visited was the Early Years area. Again, this has transformed 

considerably since my last learning walk 12 months ago. The school have invested heavily in 

this area of school. £2500 (funding from WWPAT) has been invested successfully into the 

‘outdoor learning’ centre. This is effectively structured play where learning continues away 

from the classroom. This is a superb initiative and this seems to be making a huge impact in 

both social control at break/dinner times, but also impacting on student progress in school.  

 

Today’s visit was a pleasure and it seems that the school continues to move forward at pace. 

Regards 

D Whaley 

Acting Chair of Governors 

 

 

 

 


